Fifth Trail Work Day Completed
By Larry Gomes, Trail Master
Milan Trail Huggers
August 28, 2021
A total of 4 volunteers came for our fourth trail work day of the season on the Bell Hill
Connector Trail.
Volunteers included Steve Kellet, Chris McAuliffe, Mike Dowling and Larry Gomes.
The goal of the work day was test fit the quad 2” x 12” x 8’ beams into the steel saddle
brackets. On the very first beam, we found out there was a problem.
The saddle brackets were built to be 6 ¼” wide but the PT lumber was 1 5/8” thick so stacking
four of these PT boards together requires 6 ½” of space meaning the quad beam was ¼” too
thick for the bracket.
After much discussion the crew decided it would be best to router ¼” off the beam where the
bracket sits. So the crew set up strings and put one 2” x 12 into each of the 15 rows of
brackets and marked the location for the left and right brackets onto the board.
They then transported these boards to Steve Kellet’s garage where Steve used his router and a
handy clearing bit to create the ¼” indentation.
The boards were then transported back to the job site where they hopefully will be installed on
the next trail work day.
At the end of the day, trail master Larry Gomes installed some straw wattles at the west
wetland crossing.
Our sincere thanks go out to these four volunteers for their help on Saturday. Here are some
pictures taken during our trail work day:

The lumber truck comes down the steep hill to the bridge site. He got stuck going back up
this hill and had to be pulled up by a dump truck.

Lumber for the bridge beams gets unloaded.

Steve Kellet routers a ¼” space for the saddle bracket using a home-made jig.

Straw wattles, hay bales and stakes are loaded and ready for their trip to the trail.

Straw wattles installed to protect the upstream end of a small brook. The hay bales on the
trailer were put into ditching along the trail to slow the water down on steep slopes.

More straw wattles installed to protect the downstream end of the brook.

